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Editorial

Interactivity at the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC)
The goal of the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) is to provide a setting for large-scale testing
of text retrieval technology (Voorhees & Harman, 2000). TREC is organized as a workshop series
that is based on realistic test collections, uniform and appropriate evaluation procedures, and a
forum for the exchange of research ideas and discussion of research methodology (see trec.
nist.gov). Most of the research carried out within TREC has involved testing information retrieval
(IR) systems in a fully automatic setting. But work on IR systems collaborating with human
searchers, interactive searching, has been part of TREC in various forms from the beginning. This
special issue brings together examples of recent interactive studies, often multi-year sequences,
carried out as part of TREC and/or separately using the TREC test collections. Most experiments
have been carried out as part of the TREC Interactive Track, to which an annotated bibliography
is included (Over, 2001).
The papers re¯ect an interest in the process of interactive searching as well as results in the
observation, measurement, and evaluation of a human searcher interacting with a search system
and data ± as seen from multiple perspectives simultaneously. All of them emanate to some degree
from the instance recall task that was used as a common task by the Interactive Track from
TREC-6 through TREC-8. In this task, the goal for the user was to identify as many instances
(called aspects in original TREC-6 papers) for a speci®c topic. In this task, the user is given a
description of some needed information (a topic). The user's goal is to ®nd as many distinct instances of the information described by the topic as possible in the allotted time. In essence the
topic poses a question to which there are multiple answers and the user's job is to ®nd as many
dierent answers as possible. Examples of needed information include discoveries of the Hubble
telescope and names of countries importing Cuban sugar.
The relative stability of the instance recall framework provided the opportunity to investigate a
set of related problems and solutions, with each year's experiment/system building on the previous
year's results. Some groups tried to adapt their systems to the speci®c task set; most did not.
Instance retrieval presented special problems to old and new approaches, since it called for a
search for answers to a question, for which there were multiple unique answers ± independent of
how the answers were distributed within and across documents. Once an answer was found,
®nding/displaying/saving duplicates was eort wasted since overall search time was limited and
duplicate answers did not aect the eectiveness score for the search.
Although the various participating groups performed their research using a common task, they
asked a wide diversity of research questions and used markedly dierent retrieval systems to
answer them. Two groups looked at clustering to provide the searcher with more information
than standard ordered lists of documents. Allan, Leuski, Swan, and Byrd (2001) looked at how
ideas from document clustering could be used to improve retrieval accuracy of ranked lists by
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supplementing the lists with a visualization of inter-document similarities. They ran experiments
with humans in the loop and a follow-up non-interactive study comparing three search strategies
using NIST assessors' relevance judgments. Wu, Fuller, and Wilkinson (2001) devised a sequence
of experiments investigating whether organizing information with respect to task structure via
clustering and classi®cation is helpful to users. They were speci®cally interested in the instance
retrieval task as a step toward synthesis of a multi-part answer.
Two other groups focused on query enhancement via re®nements to standard relevance feedback. Belkin et al. (2001) explored a set of related aids to query reformulation in a sequence of
four studies, each building on the previous one, using the same or similar methods and measures
for addressing a single IR task. The experimental designs evolved, driven by attention to many
measures beyond ®nal quantitative eectiveness. Yang, Maglaughlin, and Newby (2001) examined the eect of changing the unit of relevance feedback. They undertook a comparison of userde®ned passage-level feedback with document-level feedback.
Another group departed even further from the usual IR interface to test hypertext and mark-up
interfaces to query construction. Bodner, Chignell, Charoenkitkarn, Golovchinsky, and Kopak
(2001) conducted a series of three experiments using hypertext interfaces to text retrieval systems
provided evidence these interfaces can generally enhanced recall and bene®t novice searchers in
particular.
Two groups gathered new information about standard approaches applied to a new interactive
task. Hersh et al. (2001) challenged conventional assumptions concerning the superiority of free
format natural language queries over Boolean ones and the eectiveness in interactive searching of
weighting schemes shown to be eective in batch IR experiments. Larson (2001) carried out three
studies over three years with the goal of testing and improving the Cheshire II system in the
context of the instance retrieval task.
These studies give us a glimpse into the complexity of interactive retrieval evaluation. They are
limited by small sample sizes, small numbers of queries, laboratory settings, and less-than-ideal
document collections. Nonetheless, they bridge the world of ``user-oriented'' and ``systemoriented'' IR, providing an entry point to understanding how eectively users can meet their
information needs with IR systems.
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